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About This Game

WWE 2K19 arrives as the latest entry to the flagship WWE video game franchise and features cover Superstar AJ Styles. WWE
2K19 will showcase a massive roster of popular WWE Superstars, Legends and Hall of Famers, as well as NXT favorites.

Experience authentic WWE gameplay, extensive creation options, engaging match types, fan-favorite modes and much more!

STUNNING VISUALS

Engage in the action through jaw-dropping graphics, heart-pounding excitement and thousands of new gameplay animations that
enable you to experience WWE at a premium level.

MyCAREER

Experience high stakes matches, talk smack to your opponents and shape your MyPLAYER’s career path as you strategize your
way to WWE glory. An original story voiced by WWE Superstars makes WWE 2K19 the best MyCAREER experience yet!

THE RETURN OF DANIEL BRYAN!

YES! YES! YES! Relive the incredible journey of WWE Superstar Daniel Bryan – from his career-defining moment in the
main event of WrestleMania XXX to his heartbreaking retirement to a triumphant return in 2018 – all told through the words of

Daniel Bryan. Complete objectives to unlock playable characters, attires and arenas.
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NEW MODE - 2K TOWERS

A new way to play – The all new 2K Towers! Take your favorite WWE Superstar or MyPLAYER into any tower with a gauntlet
of matches that boast panic-inducing challenges, incredible stipulations, mind-blowing rule changes and dynamic difficulty,

presented in ways you’ve never seen before in WWE 2K.

MASSIVE PLAYABLE ROSTER

The WWE 2K19 roster is the biggest yet and loaded with your favorite WWE Superstars, Legends and Hall of Famers alongside
your NXT favorites! Play as the WWE Superstars of today, such as AJ Styles, Brock Lesnar, Seth Rollins, Braun Strowman or

Shinsuke Nakamura, as well as the legendary “Stone Cold” Steve Austin, The Rock, André the Giant and more! With more than
200 playable WWE Superstars, the amount of dream matches you can create is nearly unlimited!
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Title: WWE 2K19
Genre: Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Visual Concepts, Yuke's Co., LTD
Publisher:
2K
Franchise:
WWE 2K
Release Date: 8 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit: Windows® 7 (latest updates)

Processor: Intel Core i5-3550 / AMD FX 8150

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 670 / Radeon HD 7850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 50 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional Notes: At least 2 GB DDR Video Memory

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic
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I've been ripped off ! and I want my money back, slow motion issue very annoying and very much a let down! -5 stars 0\/10.
i7 8700k 16G ram RTX2070 512G ssd corsair h60 water cooler, and this the only game that doesn't perform.. Slow Motion
Issue!
my notebook is great but for some mysterious reason I can't play this game, even when I put literally every little thing in the
minimun (windowed, etc.) it still doesn't work, how am I supposed to play something in slow motion???????? And I also can't
get the refund, so... I was literally stolen, I am VERY very frustrated with this

nvidia geforce gtx 1050 ti \/\/\/\/ 16gb RAM \/\/\/\/ Intel Core i7-7700HQ CPU 2.80GHx 2.81 GHz
I can play the hardest games in a great resolution, but WWE 2K19 I can't play even with the lowest graphics configuration, I
JUST WANT MY MONEY BACK. Literally spent the past 3 hours creating some characters, movesets and entrances, only to
find out that this game is horrifically optimised! I've watched countless videos trying to get it to work, changed config settings,
changed settings in the NVIDIA Control Panel and still the game remains slow or too fast! Too late to even refund it now.
Absolutely disgusted.

If anyone has any advice on how to fix this, please leave a comment.. This game crashes and has so many unfixed bugs, it's been
this way for the last few wwe 2k games on here. GTX 1080 here so I should have no problem running this game, more
important than the crashes is the save bugs, I worked so hard to make my universe the way I wanted to and all my progress was
gone the next time I played I am considering just switching to console I guess because I am a huge wrestling fan and just want to
be able to play! I DO NOT RECOMMEND THIS GAME!. fix the damn slow motion
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t!. FIX. THE BUGS. THAT MAKE. THE GAME. CRASH.
How the hell am I supposed to do anything when the game crashes every ten minutes?. Realy fun but after like a month it gets
kinda boring but its still fun.. While the core gameplay is good, how the hell do you have fun with this game? I really don't get it.
I can fire up Virtual Pro Wrestling 2 or WWF No Mercy, create a guy and climb my way to the championship. Or I can throw
on Wrestling Revolution 3D and have the same thing, but spice it up with some feuds and politics. If they just had a simple
mode like this, I would play it, but there's absolutely nothing like it. There's just the bad myplayer mode where you go through
totally scripted bad cutscenes and frustrating gimmick matches. You also have to get all your moves and clothes out of loot
crates too. It looks like you can create a guy with everything unlocked, but there's no good modes to use him in. I just don't get
this game at all. It's totally obtuse and bizarre, and I feel lost the second I try to navigate the menu.
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I bought this for $20 on sale. I bought it for a friend too. Fired up the stream, started the game. We discovered the story is
limited to males only. Online matches are apparently limited to male vs male or female vs female. Input lag was awful.
Movement was sluggish and running felt like being pushed slowly on ice. I shut the stream down after an hour because of how
bad this game is. I was so disappointed i couldn't figure out what else to do. So i voluntarily played league of legends to hate
myself further.. Dont waste your money on this garbage.. DESCRIBING GAME IN ONE WORD :- BUGGY. This game seems
to run fine but has one hell of a learning curve if you've never played it before. Using a paddle helps but it's no joke, the
learning curve is steep and there is no how to's that really give you answers to questions. Still totally worth it.
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